The family of ionotropic glutamate receptors includes 2 subunits, delta1 and delta2, the physiological relevance of which remains poorly understood. Both are nonfunctional in heterologous expression systems, although the isolated, crystallized ligand binding domain (LBD) of delta2 is capable of binding D-serine. To investigate these seemingly contradictory observations we tested whether delta receptors can be ligand gated at all. We used a strategy that replaced the native LBD of delta2 by a proven glutamate-binding LBD. Test transplantations between ␣-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole propionate (AMPA) and kainate receptors (GluR1 and GluR6, respectively) showed that this approach can produce functional chimeras even if only one part of the bipartite LBD is swapped. Upon outfitting delta2 with the LBD of GluR6, the chimera formed glutamate-gated ion channels with low Ca 2؉ permeability and unique rectification properties. Ligandinduced conformational changes can thus gate delta2, suggesting that the LBD of this receptor works fundamentally differently from that of other ionotropic glutamate receptors.
orphan receptor ͉ AMPA receptor ͉ kainate receptor ͉ chimeric receptors ͉ ligand binding domain E xcitatory neurotransmission in the vertebrate central nervous system is mainly mediated by ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs). Molecular cloning identified 18 mammalian iGluR subunits, of which only 16 sort into the traditional pharmacological subfamilies of (AMPA), kainate (KA), and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (1) . The 2 remaining subunits have escaped electrophysiological characterization: because they are nonresponsive to glutamate (Glu) in heterologous expression systems, they were termed ''orphan'' receptors, ''glutamate-like'' receptors, ''nonionotropic'' receptors, or, most commonly, delta receptors (2) .
Mice deficient in the delta2 subunit display ataxia. More precisely, parallel fiber synapses of cerebellar Purkinje cells, the site of specific and abundant expression of delta2, exhibit reduced long-term depression (LTD) and synapse formation with presynaptic granule cells (3) (4) (5) (6) . Recent work suggests that delta2 supports LTD induction via metabotropic signaling through its C terminus (7) (8) (9) (10) and that synapse formation is supported via the subunit's N-terminal domain (11, 12) . As previous domain transplantations indicated defunct delta receptor ion pores (13) , the notion formed that the receptors might not be ion channels (9) .
Evidence to the contrary, that delta receptors can form functional ion channels stems from lurcher mice: the delta2 gene of lurcher mice carries a point mutation that renders delta2 channels constitutively open (14) . Electrophysiological analysis of this delta2-lurcher subunit in heterologous cells has so far been the only possible way to deduce information on delta2 channel properties (15) (16) (17) . Likewise, the delta2-lurcher mutant served as a tool to characterize the action of the recently identified modulators D-serine and Ca 2ϩ . Although both D-serine and Ca 2ϩ bind and modulate the LBD of delta2, both molecules fail to activate wild-type delta2 (18, 19) .
Thus, it is still unclear whether delta receptors serve as ion channels in vivo and, moreover, whether they share the intrinsic capability of iGluRs to translate ligand binding into ion pore opening. Such gating capability, however, is a prerequisite for ion channel function and cannot be investigated using the delta2-lurcher mutant, given its grossly abnormal gating. Therefore, we sought to obtain a ligand-responsive delta2 receptor by exchanging its LBD for that of another iGluR subunit. First, we tested LBD transplantation between well-characterized AMPA and kainate receptor subunits and show that functional transplantation is possible. We then exchanged the LBD of delta2 for that of a kainate receptor, demonstrating that a functionally proven LBD is indeed capable of gating delta2. This allowed us to characterize rectification and Ca 2ϩ permeability of the delta2 pore using the chimera as a tool that is not compromised by abnormal gating characteristics.
Results

LBD Transplantation
Between GluR1 and GluR6. The LBD of iGluRs is formed from 2 discontinuous stretches of sequence, S1 and S2, which are separated by 2 short linkers leading to the transmembrane domains (TMDs) and the ion pore (Fig. 1A) . We first set out to show that swapping of the LBD with the chosen domain borders (Fig. 1B) is possible between closely related subunits without loss of function. For that purpose, we performed transplantations between the AMPA receptor GluR1 and the KA receptor GluR6. We constructed the following chimeras: GluR1-(S1)GluR6, GluR1-(S2)GluR6, and GluR1-(LBD)GluR6. All were expressed in Xenopus oocytes and screened for agonist-induced current responses. Interestingly, all 3 chimeras yielded functional homomeric ion channels with distinct agonist profiles (Fig. 2 , Table S1 ). In theory, exchanging the LBD of an AMPA receptor for that of a kainate receptor would be expected to transform the agonist profile of the resulting chimera from ''AMPA-like'' to ''kainatelike.'' To detect such a switch in the agonist profile, we recorded not only responses to Glu and KA but also to AMPA and domoate (DA). AMPA does not activate GluR6 receptors (20) , and in contrast to GluR1, GluR6 is most sensitive to DA (21) . In addition, KA receptor desensitization is potently inhibited by treatment with the lectin Concanavalin A (ConA), while the effect on GluR1 is only moderate (22) . We find that after ConA treatment of oocytes Author contributions: S.M.S. and M.H. designed research; S.M.S., S.K., and C.S. performed research; S.M.S., S.K., C.S., and T.H. analyzed data; and S.M.S. and M.H. wrote the paper.
expressing the GluR1-(LBD)GluR6 chimera, responses to Glu, KA, and DA but not AMPA were detectable (Fig. 2B ). This agonist profile exactly resembles that of wild-type GluR6 receptors (Fig.  2C) . Although current amplitudes of GluR1-(LBD)GluR6 were reduced to 5-6% of GluR6-mediated responses, they amounted to approximately 80% of GluR1-mediated responses, which is the ion pore-contributing subunit.
The GluR1-(S1)GluR6 chimera was responsive to all 4 agonists before and after ConA treatment (Fig. 2D) . Unlike for GluR1 wild type, glutamate-induced steady-state current responses were higher than KA-induced responses for this chimera. In the low time resolution of the Xenopus oocyte expression system, which cannot resolve peak currents of quickly desensitizing iGluRs, higher current amplitudes in response to the full agonist Glu as compared to the partial agonist KA are indicative of reduced desensitization. The swapping of S1 encompassed the replacement of leucine 479 in GluR1 by tyrosine, a mutation which prevents desensitization in AMPA receptors (23) (24) (25) . Therefore, the agonist profile of GluR1 with the S1 domain of GluR6 suggested reduced desensitization. Unless GluR1-(S2)GluR6-expressing oocytes were treated with ConA, they were unresponsive to all 4 agonists. After ConA treatment, small responses could be recorded to KA or DA, but never to Glu or AMPA application (Fig. 2E) . The unresponsiveness to AMPA in wild-type GluR6 receptors is governed by the amino acid at position 721 (20) . The corresponding position in GluR1 is changed from threonine to aspartate in the process of exchanging the S2 domain for that of GluR6, and thus likely accounts for the insensitivity of the GluR1-(S2)GluR6 chimera to AMPA.
Because the LBD exchange might have altered agonist potencies, we next recorded dose-response curves (Fig. S1 ). We found that the mismatch introduced by transplanting just one part of the LBD reduced agonist potency-most profoundly, when S2 was derived from GluR6. Transplantation of the complete LBD, however, results in agonist potencies comparable to those of the LBD's wild-type parent subunit. Hence, LBD transplantation with GluR6 as the LBD donor produced functional chimeras with predictable changes in agonist profile.
The GluR6-Derived LBD Gates delta2 Channels. What happens when the delta2 receptor is provided with a functional LBD? To find out, we constructed LBD chimeras with the acceptor delta2 and the donor GluR6: delta2-(S1)GluR6, delta2-(S2)GluR6, and delta2-(LBD)GluR6. To maximize our chances of obtaining functional chimeric receptors we adhered to the following rules. First, as for the GluR1/GluR6 exchange, we based the border selection for the transplanted S1 and S2 regions on available crystal structures (Fig. 1B) . Second, we identified the degree of relatedness on the level of the LBD sequences (Fig. 1C ). An amino acid distance analysis using only the S1 and S2 regions revealed that, in terms of amino acid sequence, the delta receptor LBDs are most closely related to the LBDs of lowaffinity KA receptors. We chose the KA receptor GluR6, because GluR6 is AMPA-insensitive and thus provides an easy assay to verify its agonist profile. When expressed in Xenopus oocytes, no current responses of delta2-(S1)GluR6 or delta2-(S2)GluR6 could be detected by application of Glu or KA, neither before nor after ConA treatment (n ϭ 6-7, data not shown). Intriguingly, however, the delta2-(LBD)GluR6 chimera formed perfectly functional ion channels. Large delta2-(LBD)GluR6-mediated current responses to Glu and KA were recorded in Ca 2ϩ -containing normal frog Ringer's solution (NFR) even before ConA treatment (Fig. 3A) . Glu evoked initial peak currents that rapidly declined to a low steady-state response (12 Ϯ 7 nA, n ϭ 25), and KA evoked initial peak responses that declined to a steady-state response of 937 Ϯ 132 nA (n ϭ 22). ConA treatment increased both the peak responses and the steady-state responses to Glu (2181 Ϯ 608 nA, n ϭ 11), and KA (4912 Ϯ 1044 nA, n ϭ 10).
The initial peak response in NFR of delta2-(LBD)GluR6-expressing oocytes can reflect 2 phenomena. First, any Ca 2ϩ influx through the delta2 chimera would activate Ca 2ϩ -gated chloride channels endogenous to the oocyte. Such outwardly directed chloride currents superimpose iGluR-mediated currents and are known to be responsible for the initial peak responses when recording from Ca 2ϩ -permeable channels. Second, a peak response can arise from desensitization that is slow enough to be recordable in the oocyte system ( Ͼ 1-2 s). To test which of the 2 phenomena causes the initial peak currents, we recorded in Ca 2ϩ -free Magnesium Ringer's solution (MgR) to avoid any potential Ca 2ϩ influx. Because we detected a smaller but persistent glutamate-evoked peak response of delta2-(LBD)GluR6-expressing oocytes even in Ca 2ϩ -free MgR (154 Ϯ 26 nA, n ϭ 7), we conclude that the remaining peak response reflects slow desensitization of the chimera. Consistent with this notion is that ConA treatment-presumably blocking desensitization of delta2-(LBD)GluR6-completely abolished the peak response in MgR (Fig. 3B) .
Applying Glu, KA, DA, and AMPA after ConA treatment (Fig. 3B) confirmed that the LBD transplantation transferred the agonist profile of GluR6 to the otherwise nonresponsive delta2 subunit. Interestingly, Glu potency of delta2-(LBD)GluR6 (2.2 Ϯ 0.2 M, n ϭ 5) was increased roughly 25-fold when compared to GluR6 (Fig. 3C ). This is a striking example that agonist potency can be decisively inf luenced by factors outside the LBD of iGluRs.
The Glutamate-Gated delta2 Chimera Shows Distinct Properties. The functional delta2-(LBD)GluR6 chimera provided us with the desired tool to examine agonist-evoked currents carried by the delta2 pore. Compared to previous work with the delta2-lurcher mutant (15, 17) , the delta2 LBD chimera generated here greatly facilitated the characterization of those delta2 properties that are not determined by the LBD. Thus, we used it to examine noncompetitive antagonism by GYKI 52466 (GYKI) and 1-naphthylacetyl spermine (NASP), and rectification and Ca 2ϩ permeability.
GYKI specifically inhibits AMPA receptors by binding to the highly subtype-specific linker region of iGluRs (26) . Because this linker region is delta2-derived in the LBD chimera, we used it to test whether GYKI does act on delta2 (Fig. 3 D and E) . In our hands, 300 M GYKI blocked KA-induced responses of GluR1 by 88 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 4). By contrast, GluR6-mediated currents were only reduced by 9 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 3). To our surprise, 300 M GYKI blocked glutamate-induced currents of delta2-(LBD)GluR6 by 26 Ϯ 2% (n ϭ 7). Unfortunately, higher concentrations of GYKI lowered the pH, which likely inhibits delta2-(LBD)GluR6 currents as delta2-lurcher was reported to be inhibited by protons (27) . Hence, we used the concentration range below 300 M to determine IC 50 values for GYKI. Curve fits predict an IC 50 value of 894 Ϯ 187 M (n ϭ 7) for delta2-(LBD)GluR6, whereas GYKI completely blocks GluR1-mediated currents with an IC 50 of 56 Ϯ 4 M (n ϭ 3). The GYKI effect on the chimera is considerably smaller than for AMPA receptors, but significantly different from the GYKI-insensitive KA receptors.
To examine rectification, we next recorded current-voltage relationships. As a control, we first compared GluR1-(LBD)GluR6 to GluR1(Q) (Fig. 4A) . The pore region of this LBD chimera is GluR1-derived and hence identical to the one of GluR1(Q). As can be expected from this fact, both currentvoltage relationships were inwardly rectifying and did not differ significantly. Wollmuth et al. (17) had suggested that delta2 channel properties are similar to AMPA receptors, a notion that they based on the analysis of the constitutively open delta2-lurcher channels. Furthermore, as the delta2 receptor features a Q at the position that corresponds to the Q/R editing site of AMPA and kainate receptors, the chimera might be expected to show similar rectification properties. Yet, the current-voltage relationships for delta2-(LBD)GluR6 differed substantially from typical inwardly rectifying relationships of AMPA and KA receptor Q variants (Fig. 4B) . Agonist-activated delta2-(LBD)GluR6 clearly shows outward current at positive membrane potentials. In addition to the rectification properties, the susceptibility to open channel blockers such as NASP is dependent on the amino acid at the Q/R editing site in AMPA and KA receptors. Because intracellular spermines cause inward rectification by blocking the Q variant pores at positive membrane potentials from the intracellular side, both NASP block and inward rectification are thought to be causally dependent on the editing status of the receptor. As we observed clear outward currents at positive membrane potentials for delta2-(LBD)GluR6, the delta2 pore's affinity for intracellular spermines appears to be lower. Thus, we next examined the chimera's sensitivity to extracellularly applied NASP. In agreement with all previous reports that analyzed delta2-lurcher receptors, delta2-(LBD)GluR6 was susceptible to extracellularly applied NASP (Fig. 4B, Insert) . KA-induced currents after ConA treatment were blocked by 93 Ϯ 6% (n ϭ 6) using 10 M NASP.
We next used delta2-(LBD)GluR6 to estimate the Ca 2ϩ -tomonovalent cation permeability ratio. For all permeability measurements, oocytes were preinjected with EGTA to prevent the activation of endogenous Ca 2ϩ -gated chloride channels by Ca 2ϩ influx. The KA-evoked responses of delta2-(LBD)GluR6 in 8 mM Ca 2ϩ Ringer's solution (CaR), in which the sole permeable extracellular cation was Ca 2ϩ , represent qualitative proof that the delta2 channel is Ca 2ϩ -permeable (Fig. 4C, Insert) . To quantitatively determine the permeability ratio of Ca 2ϩ -tomonovalent cations of delta2 pores, reversal potentials were determined under varying concentrations of extracellular Ca 2ϩ . For comparison, the respective current-voltage relationships were also recorded for GluR6(Q) and GluR1(Q). Although for GluR1 and GluR6 current-voltage relationships in CaR were strongly inwardly rectifying, relationships of delta2-(LBD)GluR6 in CaR were considerably different in showing no rectification and large outward current components (Fig. 4 C vs. 
D, GluR1 data not shown).
Changing concentration of an ion species only shifts the reversal potential if the channel that mediates the recorded current is permeable to that particular ion. For all 3 examined receptors, a shift in the reversal potential to more positive values was observed upon doubling the extracellular Ca 2ϩ concentration (Table S2) . From the measured reversal potentials, Ca 2ϩ -to-monovalent cation permeability ratios were calculated as described before (28, 29) . In agreement with previously reported results, the value we obtained for the AMPA receptor Q variant, 3.1, was higher than the result for the KA receptor (1.3). For delta2-(LBD)GluR6, we measured a permeability ratio of 0.87, indicating that the chimera is less Ca 2ϩ -permeable than AMPA or KA receptors.
The delta2-Derived LBD Does Not Convert GluR6 Channels to LowAffinity D-Serine Receptors. Because the delta2 pore can be gated by the LBD from GluR6, we asked whether the LBD of delta2 is capable of gating a GluR6 channel. For that purpose, we constructed the reverse chimera GluR6-(LBD)delta2 and examined its functionality in oocytes. We screened for current responses to D-serine (1 mM) and for constitutive activity using NASP (10 M). Because recent reports indicate a role for Ca 2ϩ in the regulation of the delta2 LBD (19), we also assessed the effect of switching from Ca 2ϩ -free to Ca 2ϩ -containing NFR. We used the delta2-lurcher mutant as a positive control, as wild-type delta2 receptors are nonresponsive (Fig. 5A) .
We did not observe any currents under any of the conditions examined. Applying neither Ca 2ϩ nor D-serine had any effect on GluR6-(LBD)delta2. Likewise, the test for constitutive activity came up negative, as channel blockers did not alter holding currents (Fig. 5A) . Treatment of the GluR6-(LBD)delta2-expressing oocytes with ConA did not change these results. This lack of responsiveness was not the result of a lack of surface expression of the chimeric receptor protein, which we controlled for by Western blot analysis (Fig. 5B) . In the same experiment, applying Ca 2ϩ increased spontaneous activity of delta2-lurcher channels, although application of D-serine or NASP reduced spontaneous currents (Fig. 5A) . Interestingly, ConA treatment had a mildly potentiating effect on delta2-lurcher-mediated currents. This latter finding fits our observation that delta2-(LBD)GluR6-mediated currents can also be potentiated by ConA treatment and suggests that wild-type delta2 channels are susceptible to ConA modulation.
Discussion
The common membrane topology and modular design of iGluR subunits originally inspired the domain transplantation technique. It has been successfully applied to all major receptor domains (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . Here, we extend this approach to the LBD of the nonfunctional delta2 subunit, providing evidence that delta2 subunits can form functional ion channels that are able to sense the conformational status of an integral LBD, i.e., that can be gated by ligands. Although passive ion flux has repeatedly been shown using delta2-lurcher channels (14, 15, 17) , ''normal'' agonist-induced gating behavior has never been demonstrated before for any of the 2 delta subunits. One caveat of the domain transplantation technique is that LBD transplantation might produce an artificial receptor the characteristics of which are unique to the chimera and not a ref lection of the functional properties of the domaincontributing receptors. To better gauge the impact of LBD exchange on gating, we therefore performed control transplantations between GluR1 and GluR6. The GluR1 receptor that carried the complete LBD of GluR6 not only formed functional receptors in Xenopus oocytes, but also showed a ''GluR6-like'' agonist profile without grossly altered agonist potencies. At the same time, channel properties of the LBD-receiving GluR1 subunit, such as the degree of inward rectification, were not significantly different between chimera and GluR1 wild type. Interestingly, preservation of function was possible even when only S1 or only S2 was exchanged, but the resulting chimeras showed strongly altered agonist potencies and desensitization behavior. The fact that function is preserved in the single S1 or S2 GluR1/GluR6 chimeras, and that these chimeras' properties can be explained using existing structural models for wild-type receptors (see Results), argues against a gross distortion of structure.
Presuming that overall structure and principal gating mechanisms remain essentially intact upon LBD transplantation, we have shown that glutamate-induced domain closure of the GluR6 LBD in a delta2-(LBD)GluR6 chimera translates into opening of the attached delta2 channel. Although the delta2 LBD was recently crystallized in complex with D-serine, and D-serine induced closure of the 2 lobes of the LBD in the crystal structure, D-serine did not elicit a response from wild-type delta2 channels (18) . In view of our finding that application of D-serine to the delta2 LBD was incapable of gating an attached GluR6 channel, the main functional difference between delta subunits and other iGluRs seems to reside within the LBD. Structural features unique to delta2 might be present within its LBD that prevent the successful triggering of current responses in heterologous systems. By replacing the delta2 LBD by that of GluR6, this inhibitory feature might be removed and thus successful gating is enabled; conversely, by replacing the GluR6 LBD for that of delta2, we introduce that inhibitory feature and thus block successful gating. iGluRs are believed to alternate between 3 main states (open, resting, and desensitized) via an unstable transition state in which the channel is closed but the agonist bound and locked within the closed binding cavity (35, 36) . Our data suggest that delta2 receptors are capable of that part of the normal gating process that proceeds from the transition state toward channel opening, although LBD-intrinsic interactions that govern the step from the transition state toward the desensitized (35) or resting state (37) seem to work differently in delta2.
We reexamined delta2 channel properties, exploiting the much more normal gating properties our chimera has in comparison to the spontaneously gating and thus constitutively open delta2-lurcher channels that others had investigated previously (15, 17) .
We find that the chimera can be partially blocked by GYKI-an AMPA receptor-specific noncompetitive antagonist. The identified binding site for GYKI in linker A and linker C is completely different in delta2, offering no obvious explanation for the chimera's GYKI sensitivity. GYKI is known to bind to different gating states with different affinity, exhibiting the lowest affinity toward the open state of AMPA receptors (26) . The GYKI sensitivity of the delta2 chimera might therefore reflect a similarity in the overall gating state between the chimera and AMPA receptors on the level of the linkers.
The rectification properties and Ca 2ϩ permeability ratios we determined are in reasonable agreement with values published for delta2-lurcher (15, 17) . Also, the current-voltage relationship of delta2 shows a shape similar to that obtained for delta2-lurcher. However, in contrast to Wollmuth et al. (17) , we conclude that rectification at positive membrane potentials is significantly less for delta2 than for GluR1(Q) variants, revealing a unique and distinguishing property of delta2 rather than the postulated similarity to AMPA receptors.
Furthermore, Ca 2ϩ permeability ratios indicate that delta2 constitutes the least Ca 2ϩ -permeable iGluR channel with a glutamine at the Q/R site. The value for the Ca 2ϩ -to-monovalent cation permeability we obtained (0.86) falls into the same range as the one derived for delta2-lurcher in HEK293 cells (0.44) (15) . This finding supports the notion that Ca 2ϩ influx through delta2 channels may not be the decisive signal for the induction of LTD at parallel fiber synapses (10) . Thus, the physiological role of Ca 2ϩ influx via delta2 channels is probably not comparable to that of Ca 2ϩ -permeable AMPA receptors.
Our findings favor the notion that the LBD of delta2 receptors does communicate a signal to the channel pore. Given that the pores of delta receptors are conserved at decisive positions, and given our results that the ion channel is apparently responsive to signals from the LBD, it seems more than peculiar why it has not been possible to show ion channel function for delta2 wild-type channels. Every part of the delta2 subunit that is not directly involved in ion channel function, chiefly the N-terminal domain and the C terminus, has been implicated in supporting in vivo functions that had been identified from the phenotype of germ line delta2 knockout mice. Thus, the N terminus was reported to The size of the marker bands is given in kDa. Note that all chimeras are expressed; wt, wild-type GluR6(Q); nc, uninjected oocytes. The slight reduction in molecular weight for S1, S2, and LBD constructs compared to wild-type GluR6 reflects the deletion of glycosylation sites (one each in S1 and S2) upon domain transplantation. support synapse formation (11, 12) while the C terminus was implicated in LTD induction (38) . As basal synaptic transmission appears to be normal in delta2 knockout mice, no physiological evidence could yet be obtained that delta2 serves as an ion channel (39) . However, such a function might have gone undetected in the delta2 knockout mouse because of compensatory effects. Because we find that a GluR6 LBD can successfully engage the delta2 pore, it might be worthwhile to investigate basal synaptic transmission in conditional delta2 knockout mice.
Given the discovery of TARPs as auxiliary AMPA receptor subunits (40) , and the recent reports on further new AMPA and KA receptor-associated proteins that alter channel function (41, 42) , delta receptor function might be controlled by yet uncharacterized proteins. Such proteins might be required to make the delta receptors responsive to agonists, in essence rendering them switchable receptors that depend on a yet unidentified ''on'' signal to activate their ion channel function.
Our results suggest that the key difference to other iGluRs lies within the LBD of delta receptors. Future studies focusing on this part of the receptor might uncover a unique mechanism necessary to trigger gating.
Methods
Molecular Biology. We defined the respective native S1 and S2 sequences as follows (Fig. 1C ): S1 domain (118 aa in GluR1, Q387-Q505; 118 aa in GluR6, S398 -N516; 111 aa in delta2, V425-A536); S2 domain (143 aa in GluR1, P628 -G771; 138 aa in GluR6, P636 -E774; 149 aa in delta2, S647-D796) (see Fig.  1C ). The GluR1 flop splice variant was used throughout.
Heterologous Expression and Western Blotting. Experiments were performed using standard procedures for Xenopus laevis oocytes as described before (31) . For details, please refer to the specific information given in the supportive information (SI Text).
